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Synopsis

Composer's Note   by David Lazar

In creating the music for ‘The Void and the Light’, I was inspired by concepts and relationship scenarios 
that were workshopped and developed by our creative team. The music depicts a landscape vast, 
primitive and mysterious, which is beautiful yet often dangerous. The vocalists portray the natural 
elements of the world and hold the power to control the fate of the creatures within it, expressing their 
emotions through voice.

I tried to bring out different colours in the music by writing for an eclectic combination of instruments 
and sounds.  Film score style orchestrations are combined with electronic and atmospheric sounds and 
drum beats. Non-traditional and ethnic instruments are mixed into the soundscape to create textures and 
timbres unique to the world in which our story takes place.

Director's Note  by Jordin Steele

The Void and the Light is an experiment in collaboration. Created from nothing but a concept the work 
has been developed over two years and has involved over thirty artists. Our goal with this work was not to 
create a clear running narrative but to create a living, breathing world that audiences could feel a part of. 

The vocal text for this work is a reflection of emotional states. The elements express this in a combination of 
endangered international languages. Water uses the Uralic Mansi, pigeoned with Hungarian and Russian. 
Wind uses Siletz, the language of the Confederated tribes of the Siletz Indians and Earth uses the Yugambeh 
Australian Aboriginal language from the Gold Coast, Logan and Scenic Rim regions in Queensland.

The Void (extinction) and the Light (existence), two 
players in an endless game have come together again 
to bet on the fate of a new species. Forbidden from 
interfering directly, they use the natural elements 
that, oblivious to this game, are in their own eternal 
struggle for dominance. 

The alluring but deadly Still Water and the callous, 
destructive Cutting Wind are champions of the Void, 
while the Light uses the nurturing touch of Flowing 
Water and calming force of Gentle Wind to help guide 
this new species as it grows and evolves. The ancient 
and weary Earth, still scarred from the last game 
remains the only neutral element but unlike the others 
is vulnerable and easily manipulated. 

As the new life develops it finds itself at the mercy of 
the elements for better or for worse. Light, worried 
that she may lose the bet, offers up the secrets of the 
Earth. The result however leads the creatures on a 
destructive path and it draws them, ever closer to the 
Void. Will life be able to work together to avoid this 
fate?

The void and the light
one black and one white
take wager this night
and the prize
a new life

For the last had been claimed
and the void was so named
victor in record time
of this
human kind

But a rapid descent
fueled by enLIGHTenment
burned at too high a cost
and past wagers
were lost

So new boundaries are set
for this black and white bet
of the six, only five
stand to challenge 
said prize

And the two must remain
mute observers this game
to let action decide
if life lives
or life dies



Outcast Performing Arts

Outcast is a performing arts collective for local Brisbane artists across multiple 
disciplines. Created specifically for young and emerging performers, the company 
aims to  create  innovative  vocal works that are not limited by traditional forms or 
instrumentation.

One of our key goals is to explore new ways of creating performance art through 
fusion and experimentation. The artists at Outcast are given the unique 
opportunity to participate in the creative development of each piece and work 
directly with our creative team to form a true collaborative environment. As a 
result, each work is influenced by a range of diverse backgrounds that span 
everything from popular culture to classical music.

Not only do we believe in showcasing new talent, we also believe in cultivating new 
audiences. By combining dance, circus, physical theatre, voice, animation and new 
technologies, Outcast works are designed to be both challenging for our artists and 
friendly to modern Australian audiences.

For more information about the company please visit our website at: 
outcastarts.com.au
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Evans, Rex Scathach and Daniel Hallen. 
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